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a b s t r a c t

Four-dimensional scanning transmission electron microscopy (4D-STEM) is a technique where a full two-
dimensional convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) pattern is acquired at every STEM pixel
scanned. Capturing the full diffraction pattern provides a rich dataset that potentially contains more
information about the specimen than is contained in conventional imaging modes using conventional
integrating detectors. Using 4D datasets in STEM from two specimens, monolayer MoS2 and bulk SrTiO3,
we demonstrate multiple STEM imaging modes on a quantitative absolute intensity scale, including
phase reconstruction of the transmission function via differential phase contrast imaging. Practical issues
about sampling (i.e. number of detector pixels), signal-to-noise enhancement and data reduction of large
4D-STEM datasets are emphasized.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns acquired
using an atomic size coherent probe in scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) contain rich structural information.
However, traditional STEM experiments such as bright field (BF) or
annular dark field (ADF) use monolithic detectors that integrate
over many points in the diffraction plane to allow fast acquisition
and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Though position-resolved
electron diffraction has a long history [1–3], the slow readout
speed of the conventional CCD camera, limited data transfer speed
and limited storage space have restricted acquisition to a small
number of frames, making atomic resolution diffractive imaging
extremely challenging [4]. Recent developments in fast-readout
pixel detectors and powerful computers significantly improve the
speed of data acquisition and transfer, and make possible the ac-
quisition of two-dimensional CBED patterns with two dimensional
probe scanning positions – a four dimensional (4D) dataset – at
atomic resolution [5–7]. Such 4D datasets have been shown to
allow synthesizing multiple imaging modes [4,8], differential
.

phase contrast imaging [6] and ptychographic phase reconstruc-
tion [7,9]. However, the full potential of 4D datasets for quantita-
tive analysis has yet to be established. The huge size of the 4D
datasets also makes data storage, transfer and analysis challenging.
Therefore, approaches to reducing the data size while conserving
the information of interest are highly desirable.

In this paper, we demonstrate quantitative imaging on an ab-
solute intensity scale for both coherent and incoherent STEM im-
age modes, including differential phase contrast imaging and
quantitative phase reconstruction. Practical experimental con-
siderations, such as detector extent and sampling (i.e. number of
detector pixels), SNR and information content are also discussed
with a view to providing guidelines for future experiments.
2. Experimental methods and data processing

The experiments were carried out on the TEAM I electron mi-
croscope at the National Center for Electron Microscopy (NCEM)
facility of the Molecular Foundry in Berkeley, California, operating
at 300 kV. Using an atomic size probe, CBED patterns were ac-
quired at each probe position using a Gatan K2-IS direct detection
camera operated in a linear mode at 400 frames per second. Each
CBED pattern has ×1920 1792 pixels and patterns with up to
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Fig. 1. Raw images used for scanning drift correction: (a) HAADF image of MoS2
acquired simultaneously with the 4D dataset; (b) and (c) synthesized ADF images
for a 35 Å and 78 Å thick region of SrTiO3 respectively. The circles indicate the
column positions and the lines show the triangular patches. (d) The coordinates of
the image pixels after the affine transformation of a single unit-cell area patch in
(c). (e) Averaged unit-cell image for the 78 Å thick region of SrTiO3. (f) A ×3 3 unit-
cell tiling of the image in (e) for visualization purposes. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of
this paper.).
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×256 256 scanning probe positions were acquired, giving raw
datasets of several hundred gigabytes (GBs). The data were first
distilled into *.dm4 format files from the raw binary data using the
Gatan in situ imaging plugin. The *.dm4 files were then read into
MATLAB using an efficient and fast script [10]. The default MATLAB
file (*.mat), an HDF5-based format storing the data in compressed
chunks, was used in the following data analysis employing custom
MATLAB codes. To treat huge datasets – several hundred GBs in
size, much larger than the random-access memory installed in
most computers – the datasets were loaded into the memory se-
quentially, facilitated by the fast read and write speed of the solid
state disks (SSDs) (in our case quad striped PCIe bus SSDs).
Reading and writing in data stacks instead of single frames or
pixels was used to reduce the reading and writing times and ac-
celerate the data analysis.

Two materials were chosen in this study, monolayer MoS2 and
bulk SrTiO3. Monolayer MoS2 is a weakly scattering material,
making it suitable for differential phase contrast imaging since the
phase-object approximation is expected to be satisfied. SrTiO3 is a
well-known perovskite structure with both light and heavy atomic
columns and is widely used for testing new imaging techniques,
making it a suitable test case for exploring quantitative imaging
from a variety of imaging modes. The experiments on MoS2 used a
convergence semi-angle of α¼17.1 mrad which, for an ideally co-
herent probe, corresponds to a diffraction limited probe size of
1.1 Å, and a beam current of about 48 pA, as read from the viewing
screen which was calibrated using the drift tube of a Gatan spec-
trometer. The experiments on SrTiO3 used α¼21.3 mrad (probe
size 0.9 Å) and a beam current of about 65 pA, with data taken
from multiple areas of differing thickness. A high-angle annular
dark-field (HAADF) image was acquired simultaneously with the
4D datasets. HAADF images before and after the 4D dataset ac-
quisition were also taken to monitor the beam damage: only those
datasets with modest change between before and after HAADF
images were chosen for the data analysis.

The thicknesses of the different regions of SrTiO3 examined
were determined by the L2-norm method [11,12] from the position
averaged CBED (PACBED) pattern obtained by averaging the 4D
dataset. A two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian function was assumed
to account for the spatial incoherence, taken to include both the
effective source size and additional broadening introduced by the
repeat unit averaging procedure (discussed below) used to correct
specimen drift and improve SNR. The Gaussian width was de-
termined by comparing the averaged experimental HAADF images
acquired simultaneously with the 4D dataset acquisition with
HAADF images simulated using the quantum excitation of pho-
nons method implemented in the software μSTEM [13,14]. The
half-width half-maximum (HWHM) thus determined is approxi-
mately 0.45 Å for MoS2 and 0.50 Å for SrTiO3. The incident beam
intensity for image normalization was measured by taking one
aperture image in vacuum for each experimental condition using
the same camera. In the case of SrTiO3, there was some evidence of
variation of the beam current during experiments, which was at-
tributed to monochromator settings or gun alignment change. To
compensate for this, a single multiplicative factor of 0.86 was
applied to all SrTiO3 datasets prior to quantitative image com-
parison with the simulations. This factor is consistent with the
difference between the total integrated intensity of the whole
PACBED pattern of each dataset (scattering angle up to 4α for
SrTiO3) and the total intensity from the aperture image in vacuum,
to within the uncertainty introduced by the relatively large var-
iations of the dark current reference and weak SNR at high scat-
tering angles in the CBED patterns. (Note that simulations show
the percentage of electron intensity scattered outside the scatter-
ing angle of 4α is less than 1% for even the thicker specimen region
considered.).
Whereas conventional HAADF STEM imaging is carried out
with a dwell time on the order of tens of microseconds, acquisition
of the full diffraction patterns on the K2-IS camera necessitated a
dwell time of 2.5 ms per pixel, a much slower scan. Consequently,
specimen drift becomes a substantial problem. In addition, the fine
pixel size in the CBED patterns means a poor SNR at each in-
dividual pixel. Using the simultaneously acquired HAADF image
(or a suitably robust synthesized image) as a structural reference,
shown in Fig. 1(a)–(c), the known structure of MoS2 and SrTiO3

was used to correct scanning drift via a local geometric image
transformation method [15]. The main steps in this method are as
follows. A normalized cross-correlation method is used to de-
termine the coordinates of the atomic column positions. Next, the
reference image is partitioned into a disjoint triangular mesh with
these column positions as vertices: nearest neighbor Sr–Sr–Ti tri-
angles in SrTiO3 and Mo–Mo–Mo triangles in MoS2. The red lines
overlaid onto the images shown in Fig. 1(a)–(c) illustrate the tri-
angular patches. The evidently damaged areas in the MoS2 speci-
men were not included during the averaging procedure. For each
triangle, an affine transformation matrix is then defined that maps
the three vertices from the reference image to their expected
configuration based on the known model structure. An example of
the coordinates of the image pixels after the affine transformation
of one unit-cell area from Fig. 1(c) is shown in Fig. 1(d). The
transformation matrix thus set up is then applied to map each
experimental point within each triangular template to a fractional
coordinate Rj within the unit cell. Due to specimen drift and
sampling, the set of positions { }Rj thus defined is not on a regular
mesh and so cannot readily be visualized. However, based on the
periodicity of the crystal structure, the measured STEM image
intensities at the points Rj can be related to the Fourier coefficients
of the STEM image IG via

( ) ∑=
( )

π ·I I eR .
1

j
G

G
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Since large areas with many unit cells were acquired in our raw
datasets, the measured experimental data at all the new co-
ordinates Rj in Eq. (1) constitutes an overdetermined set of linear
equations for the Fourier coefficients IG, which were solved using
singular value decomposition. Finally, the IG thus determined can
be used to reconstruct an averaged real space image at any desired
scanning sampling. Fig. 1(e) shows the resultant averaged ADF
unit-cell image of the raw data in Fig. 1(c). For visualization pur-
poses, the ×3 3 tiling of this averaged cell is shown in Fig. 1(f).
This procedure can be applied separately to each pixel position in
the CBED pattern to reconstruct an “averaged” 4D dataset appro-
priate to a single unit cell. As will be shown, this Fourier averaging
largely corrects for scanning drift and significantly improves the
SNR of the diffraction patterns. In principle, this method can also
be applied to periodic samples of unknown structure provided a
good structural template, such as a fast scan image without sig-
nificant drift, is available.
Fig. 2. Synthesized image modes for MoS2, from a probe convergence semi-angle
α = 17.1 mrad. (a) Incoherent bright-field (BF), collection angle 0–α; (b) annular
bright-field (ABF), collection angle α−α

2
; (c) coherent bright-field (cBF4), collection

angle − α0
4
; (d) coherent bright-field (cBF10), collection angle − α0

10
. Experi-

mental images are given in the left column, simulation in the right. The intensity
scale is given in units of fractional intensity of the incident beam. For clear visua-
lization of the structure in these low-contrast images, experimental and simulated
images are shown on separate scales. Quantitative comparison reveals the ranges to
be comparable, and the difference in means, while comparable to the narrow range,
to be both a very small fraction of that mean and of a size consistent with the
uncertainty in dark current subtraction. The simulations shown used a structural
model with one sulfur layer.
3. Quantitative imaging from 4D datasets

With the full 2D CBED patterns at every pixel, any shape and
size of a virtual image detector can be formed digitally [4,8,16].
Synthesizing conventional STEM images is a good starting point
for further data analysis, allowing the quality of the 4D datasets to
be evaluated. Questions on the sensitivity [17] and quantum effi-
ciency [18] have been explored for pixel direct detection cameras,
but their use for absolute-scale quantitative imaging in STEM has
received less attention. Contrast mismatch or “Stobbs factor” issues
in TEM have been discussed since the 1990s [19]. Recently, dif-
ferent imaging modes have been achieved on an absolute intensity
scale in high-resolution TEM [20], and both HAADF [21] and BF
[22] STEM. Compared with the challenges in determining detailed
response of integrating detectors [23], pixel detectors should
provide a fast route to absolute-scale imaging. Establishing this is a
necessary first step in developing confidence in using the new
detector for quantitative analysis.

Here we synthesized low-angle annular dark field (ADF, α- α2 ),
incoherent bright field (BF, 0-α), annular bright field (ABF, collec-
tion angle α

2
-α), and central small bright field (cBF4, − α0

4
or

cBF10, − α0
10
) images. Such images are shown in Fig. 2 for MoS2

(excepting ADF, as the SNR for this weakly scattering sample is too
low to give a reliable image), and Figs. 3 and 4 for regions of 35 Å
and 78 Å thick SrTiO3 respectively. The images are normalized by
the incident beam current and shown as a fractional intensity of
the incident beam. In Fig. 2(b)–(d), both Mo and S atoms can be
seen clearly, even in this weakly scattering monolayer material.

The simulations used the quantum excitation of phonons
method [13] with 20 phonon configurations. As has been estab-
lished [24], obtaining quantitative agreement between experiment
and simulation requires careful characterization of the experiment
and detailed simulations. Due to the aberration correction of the
probe-forming lens, it generally suffices to model the aberration-
corrected lens as being aberration-free. We therefore ignore all the
aberration coefficients except for spherical aberration (Cs) and
defocus. We used = μC 1 ms to model a small residual Cs. As co-
herent bright field images are sensitive to defocus, the contrast –
defined as the ratio between standard deviation and mean in-
tensity – of the cBF4 image for MoS2 and the cBF10 image for
SrTiO3 was used to estimate defocus, giving − Å50 for MoS2, − Å30
for the 35 Å thick region of SrTiO3, and − Å20 for the 78 Å region
SrTiO3. In conventional high-resolution TEM imaging, two-di-
mensional image fitting is often used to determine/refine the
imaging conditions (e.g. Ref. [47]). However, we find that the
asymmetric features in the images in Figs. 3(d) and 4(d) – attrib-
uted to a mix of asymmetric lens aberrations, sample mistilt and
scan noise – hamper such an approach, making it less convincing
than the fit based on simple image contrast. Analysis of the ab-
solute intensity of the S columns in the images in Fig. 2 revealed
that approximately 50% of the sulfur atoms were sputtered due to
beam irradiation. The intensity on sulfur positions varies at



Fig. 3. Synthesized image modes for a 35 Å thick region of SrTiO3, from a probe
convergence semi-angle α = 21.3 mrad. (a) Annular dark-field (ADF), collection
angle α α− 2 ; (b) incoherent bright-field (BF), collection angle 0-α; (c) annular
bright-field (ABF), collection angle α−α

2
; (d) coherent bright-field (cBF10), col-

lection angle − α0
10

. Experimental images are given in the left column, simulation
in the right. The intensity scale is given in units of fractional intensity of the in-
cident beam.

Fig. 4. Synthesized image modes for a 78 Å thick region of SrTiO3, from a probe
convergence semi-angle α = 21.3 mrad. (a) Annular dark-field (ADF), collection
angle α α− 2 ; (b) incoherent bright-field (BF), collection angle 0-α; (c) annular
bright-field (ABF), collection angle α−α

2
; (d) coherent bright-field, collection angle

− α0
10

. Experimental images are given in the left column, simulation in the right.
The intensity scale is given in units of fractional intensity of the incident beam.
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different probe positions in the raw image, which can be seen
clearly in the HAADF images taken simultaneously with the 4D
dataset (not shown) and the synthesized coherent bright field
images (discussed later in Fig. 7(d)). After repeat unit average
processing, there is approximately one sulfur atom per projected
sulfur site in the unit cell. The mechanism of the chemical stability
of this largely defective MoS2 requires further study, but a high
degree of sputtering is expected since the 300 kV high voltage
used is much higher than the electron threshold potential of MoS2
(90 kV, Ref. [25]) and the sputtering cross-section of sulfur atoms
with the dose of × −7.5 10 e5 per probe position is estimated to be
about 0.26 sulfur atoms per probe position on average, as dis-
cussed in detail in Ref. [26] in connection to a similar dataset. All
the MoS2 simulations in this manuscript, including those in Fig. 2,
therefore used a structural model with one sulfur layer.
Table 1 compares the mean intensity and the contrast of several
imaging modes to that of the corresponding simulations. For MoS2,
both the mean intensity and the contrast of the experimental
images are in excellent agreement with simulations. However, for
both thicknesses of SrTiO3 the mean intensity of experimental ADF
image is larger than that of simulation whereas the BF image mean
intensity is smaller. In addition, the contrast of the experimental
ADF image is notably smaller than the simulation. Since the de-
tector is common to both the MoS2 and SrTiO3 cases, this dis-
crepancy for SrTiO3 is attributed to properties of the specimen. No
obvious contamination of the MoS2 specimen was seen during our
experiments, but the SrTiO3 sample had some amorphous layers
on the surface, which is known to reduce the contrast of ADF
images [27]. Though we have sought to minimize its severity, the
slow scan rate – approximately a hundred times slower than that
used for conventional imaging – causes some beam damage, which
may further contribute to this effect. Slight tilt off the zone-axis
can also reduce the contrast of the ADF image [28]. The distortions
in the experimental ABF and cBF10 images shown in Fig. 4(c) and
(d) also indicate a slight misalignment from the zone-axis.



Table 1
Mean and contrast of different imaging modes for MoS2 and SrTiO3 comparing experiment (Exp) and simulation (Sim). ADF: annular dark field; BF: bright field; ABF: annular
bright field; cBF: central bright field, with outer angle α

4
for MoS2, and

α
10

for SrTiO3.

MoS2 SrTiO3 (35 Å) SrTiO3 (78 Å)

Mean Contrast Mean Contrast Mean Contrast

Image modes Exp Sim Exp Sim Exp Sim Exp Sim Exp Sim Exp Sim

ADF – – – – 0.11 0.06 0.28 0.71 0.12 0.08 0.17 0.34
BF 0.998 0.996 0.0035 0.0035 0.88 0.93 0.04 0.05 0.86 0.90 0.04 0.05
ABF 0.742 0.747 0.006 0.006 0.65 0.69 0.04 0.04 0.62 0.66 0.047 0.061
cBF 0.065 0.059 0.033 0.039 0.009 0.010 0.11 0.10 0.010 0.094 0.17 0.09
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Simulations (not shown) indicate that even a small misalignment –
e.g. 10 mrad, since for atomically fine probes on thin specimens it
can be difficult to confidently achieve better alignment than this –
makes the BF mean intensity smaller and the ADF mean intensity
larger. It is worth mentioning that the dark reference background
subtraction of the CBED patterns before synthesizing different
image modes has some uncertainty, which contributes to the
discrepancy of the quantification results particularly of the mean
and especially for the dark field imaging modes.
Fig. 5. Differential phase contrast (DPC) images of MoS2. Upper row 〈 〉kx ; lower row
〈 〉ky ; left column experiment (Exp); right column simulation (Sim).
4. Differential phase contrast (DPC) imaging and phase
reconstruction

4.1. Quantitative DPC images

Establishing quantitative agreement between standard imaging
modes and simulation as per the previous section is a good way to
confirm that data from the new detector is being correctly pro-
cessed. However, these imaging modes offer quantitative in-
formation on the sample, mostly at the level of confirming the
general structure and perhaps counting the number of atoms (for
example, that half the S atoms were missing in the MoS2 case).
By contrast, under certain conditions quantitative DPC can
be used to map the full electric and magnetic field distributions
within materials, from the micron scale down to atomic resolution
[6,29-31,32]. Using the full 2D diffraction patterns, the first mo-
ment or center of mass for each probe position along two per-
pendicular directions can be calculated via [6,32,33]:

∫
∫

∫
∫
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This center of mass can be regarded as proportional to the quan-
tum mechanical expectation value for the transverse component
of the momentum transfer [6] or, more generally, the probability
current, which can be related to several specimen properties [34].
Unlike the quantitative imaging of the previous section, this ima-
ging mode only depends on the distribution of the scattered in-
tensity and not on its absolute scale.

In this section we synthesize DPC images for our test cases of
monolayer MoS2 and regions of 35 Å and 78 Å thick SrTiO3 to
explore this form of quantitative imaging. The simulated DPC
images used as reference assume the same aberration parameters
and Gaussian source size blurring determined from synthesized
imaging modes in the previous section.

For the monolayer MoS2 sample, Fig. 5 shows experimental and
simulated DPC images, i.e. maps of the two components of the
center of mass of the CBED patterns along the x and y directions
defined in the bottom left corner, of the crystal structure. Both
components of the experimental DPC images agree very well with
the simulations in both the contrast and the DPC signal range,
again showing the level of quantification which can be achieved
with this 4D data.

Fig. 6 shows DPC images of SrTiO3 from regions of (a) 35 Å and
(b) 78 Å thickness. The experimental DPC images are largely in
agreement with the simulations. However, the 〈 〉kx image for 35 Å
in Fig. 6(a) and the 〈 〉ky image for 78 Å in Fig. 6(b) have a DPC
signal range largely asymmetrical about 0 in the experimental
images whereas in the simulated images they have a DPC signal
range perfectly symmetric about 0. Also, in the 〈 〉kx image for 78 Å
in Fig. 6(b), both the positive and negative extrema of the ex-
perimental DPC images are smaller than those in the simulation.
Asymmetry in the DPC signal range can result from inaccurate
determination of the center of the central disk of the CBED



Fig. 6. Differential phase contrast (DPC) images of SrTiO3 from regions of (a) 35 Å
and (b) 78 Å thickness. Each figure has upper row 〈 〉kx ; lower row 〈 〉ky ; left column
experiment (Exp); right column simulation (Sim).
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patterns. However, because the edges of the bright field disk are
very clear in the PACBED patterns, the uncertainty in determining
the center is on the order of the sampling, less than 0.05 nm�1

here, which is much smaller than the discrepancies in positive and
negative extrema between experimental and simulated DPC ima-
ges. Misalignment of the crystal from the zone-axis can give a si-
milar asymmetry. Simulations (not shown) indicate that our re-
sults are consistent with misalignment on the order of 10 mrad.
Analysis of the PACBED patterns suggests the misalignment is
unlikely to be quite that large, and consequently we believe the
explanation lies in a combination of misalignment and other
sources of asymmetry such as lens aberrations and residual effects
of sample drift persisting through our unit-cell averaging proce-
dure. In conventional TEM, some success has been had in identi-
fying lens aberrations and sample tilt through image fitting [47].
However, the more time-consuming STEM image simulations
make exploring the parameter space significantly more challen-
ging, and would anyway seem to risk over-interpreting the present
dataset.
4.2. Phase reconstruction from DPC images

In the phase-object approximation, the DPC images can also be
used to quantitatively reconstruct the phase of the transmission
function, which is proportional to the electrostatic potential of the
sample [32,35]. More specifically, the reconstruction gives the
convolution of the phase with the probe intensity. In this section,
we seek to reconstruct the phase of the transmission function of
the MoS2 and SrTiO3 samples from the experimental DPC images
constructed from the 4D datasets. To do so, we must confront
stability issues associated with any attempt at deconvolving the
probe intensity. The diffraction-limited component of the probe
intensity, which is well characterized, was deconvolved from the
data. Following Ref. [32], both a high pass filter and a slightly
stronger low pass filter than the bandwidth limit of twice the
probe-forming aperture cut-off (2α) implied by the imaging phy-
sics was applied to suppress the low and the high frequency noise.
The same filters were applied to simulations for consistency. The
incoherent component of the probe intensity, which may not be
very well characterized, was not deconvolved. Comparison with
simulation was instead made by convolving the simulated results
with the Gaussian source previously estimated. The experimental
reconstructions are compared against two kinds of simulation. The
first, denoted “Sim” and involving full simulation of the 4D dataset
and subsequent phase reconstruction, is analogous to the com-
parisons made earlier: assuming the structure, multiple scattering
is fully incorporated and the results constitute a quantitative
consistency check. The second, denoted “Ideal” and calculated di-
rectly from the projected potential assuming an independent atom
approximation (applying the same bandwidth limit and low and
high pass filter as used to process the experimental data), is the
result expected if the sample was a true phase object. This latter
can be interpreted more directly, but constitutes an approximation
which is known to break down in the presence of multiple scat-
tering [32].

Fig. 7 shows the (a) experimental and (b) simulated re-
constructions of the phase of the transmission function of MoS2.
The S and Mo atoms can be very clearly resolved. The line profile
shows that the one sulfur layer assumed (instead of the two ex-
pected in stoichiometric MoS2) gives a good match, consistent
with the discussion of Fig. 2. The experimental phase is in a very
good agreement with the ideal phase, excepting for a small de-
viation around the Mo position which is attributed to dis-
crepancies at the high scattering angles due to thermal scattering.
Note that the “Sim” and “Ideal” results are very similar because
channeling effects are negligible in monolayer MoS2. To show the
effects of the distortion correction and averaging procedure used,
Fig. 7(d) and (e) show the raw image (cBF4) and DPC reconstructed
phase from the MoS2 sample. In Fig. 7(d), the Mo atoms are clearly
visible despite the monolayer nature of the specimen. However,
the low SNR prevents unambiguous identification of the S atoms.
The sulfur atoms are clearer in the reconstructed phase in Fig. 7(e).
However, the phase at different S atom sites varies widely (two
different S atom positions are indicated by the arrows in Fig. 7
(d) and (e)), illustrating that some sulfur atoms are knocked out
during the imaging acquisition. At present, the raw phase image is
too noisy to be used to quantify the number of sulfur atoms re-
liably, though lower beam voltage and higher dose might reduce
the radiation damage while improving the SNR sufficiently to al-
low processing of the raw phase image directly.

Fig. 8 shows the reconstructed phase of the transmission
function of the SrTiO3 sample for the (a)–(c) 35 Å and (d)–(f) 78 Å
thick regions. Oxygen columns can be clearly seen in the re-
constructed experimental phase from both these thicknesses.
While the experimental profiles in Fig. 8(c) and (f) are qualitatively
similar to the simulations, the experimental reconstructions have



Fig. 7. (a) Experimental and (b) simulated (assuming defocus = − Åf 50 and
source size 0.45 Å) reconstructions of the phase of the transmission function of
MoS2. Note that the simulated phase used only one sulfur layer, as discussed in
reference to Fig. 2. (c) Profiles of the phase reconstructions along white rectangular
region in (a) comparing experiment (Exp), 4D data simulation (Sim), and a phase
calculated directly from the projected potential (Ideal). (d) Experimental raw cBF4
image (collection angle − α0

4
) and (e) DPC reconstructed phase of MoS2. Arrows in

(d) and (e) indicate two sulfur atom positions.

Fig. 8. (a) Experimental and (b) simulated (assuming defocus = − Åf 30 and
source size 0.50 Å) reconstructions of the phase of the transmission function of
SrTiO3 at a thickness of 35 Å. (c) Profiles of the phase reconstructions along white
rectangular regions in (a) comparing experiment (Exp), 4D data simulation (Sim),
and a phase calculated directly from the projected potential (Ideal). (d–f) As per (a–
c) but for a thickness of 78 Å and assuming defocus = − Åf 20 in the simulation.
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smaller phase range than the simulations with the discrepancy
being larger at the larger thickness. Note that this is different to
the reduction in reconstructed phase range due to channeling
discussed in Ref. [32] because the “Sim” profiles include the
channeling effect. Rather, uncertainties in probe characterization
(effective source size, defocus and uncompensated/unknown
probe aberrations and/or drift of the corrector over time), noise,
specimen misalignment – directly evident in the slight asymmetry
in Fig. 8(a) and (d) – and amorphous surface layers may all con-
tribute to this effect.

A brief comment is warranted on comparing the reconstructed
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phase from simulated DPC images with the ideal phase-object
phase. The small difference between “Sim” and “Ideal” simulations
in Fig. 8(c), which is most pronounced on the strongly scattering Sr
columns, shows that channeling effects are beginning to manifest
for a thickness of 35 Å in SrTiO3. That the phase range is larger in
the “Sim” than the “Ideal” profiles on the Sr columns in Fig. 8
(c) appears to be a consequence of the defocus being appreciably
different from its optimal location of the midplane [32]. For the
thicker 78 Å case in Fig. 8(f), the “Ideal” phase, which scales line-
arly with thickness, is much larger than both the “Sim” and “Exp”
phases and it is thus clear that the phase-object approximation has
broken down for the 78 Å thick SrTiO3 sample.

As presented above, DPC offers a simple and fast constructive
algorithm for phase reconstruction, but it is not the only approach
to phase reconstruction from 4D data, the most established al-
ternative in the STEM geometry perhaps being ptychography.
Constructive algorithms exist for ptychography from weakly
scattering objects, which have been shown to constitute an opti-
mally electron-efficient processing of 4D data [7,9]. For strong
phase objects, ptychography tends to involve iterative approaches
[36–38]. In principle, one of the strengths of ptychography is su-
per-resolution: iterative ptychography is not bandwidth limited by
the probe-forming lens. However, in practice the attainable outer
scattering angle of the diffraction pattern is limited by either SNR
or detector size. As the next section will show, for our current
datasets the scattering angles higher than the bandwidth limit of
2α used in the DPC phase reconstruction are dominated by noise –

iterative ptychography would not be expected to yield any further
information.
5. Statistical analysis, SNR enhancement and data size reduc-
tion of 4D datasets

The full scattering distribution in the set of CBED patterns in
the 4D dataset is often presented as being rich in information,
especially in comparison to individual, conventional imaging
modes as synthesized in previous sections. However, while fine
features are present within the simulated CBED patterns, the
sensitivity, SNR and dynamic range of the camera mean that their
reliable detection is not guaranteed. Focusing particularly on the
SNR limit of such datasets, this section presents guidelines about
the extent and sampling of the CBED patterns beyond which in-
formation becomes lost in the noise. Such conclusions can then be
fed back into experimental design and execution, facilitating data
acquisition by seeking to record the smallest amount of data which
still contains the majority of the information content.

5.1. Practical constraints on maximum useful scattering angle

One simple metric for the information content in the 4D data is
the amplitude of the variation of the CBED patterns both along
radial and azimuthal scattering angles. The information in the
atomically resolved CBED patterns is only accessible if it is greater
than the SNR prevailing under the experimental conditions used.
To explore this issue, we present a statistical analysis on CBED
patterns from SrTiO3 assuming α¼21.3 mrad and with the probe
situated on the Sr column, since this heavy column is expected to
give the maximum scattering to high angles. We stress at the
outset that in discussing SNR in reference to the simulated CBED
patterns we are considering the fundamental statistical limit (i.e.,
shot noise) due to the finite dose, which applies even to the ideal
detecting system. In practice, device-dependent sources of noise,
such as readout noise, degrade the SNR still further.

The left column in Fig. 9 shows simulated CBED patterns for
(a) 35 Å and (b) 200 Å thick samples, for both a coherent probe
and a probe incorporating spatial incoherence, and (c) a compar-
ison between experiment and simulation for a nominal thickness
of 78 Å. (Source size broadening is incorporated into the simulated
CBED patterns following Ref. [39].) As expected, the contrast and
fine structure of the CBED patterns tend to increase with specimen
thickness. However, the source size broadening is seen to dra-
matically diminish the contrast and fine features in the CBED
pattern compared with the coherent probe case. Note too that the
experimental pattern in Fig. 9(c) does not quite show the four-fold
symmetry expected of the Sr column, suggesting a slight mistilt
and some residual drift and/or bias in the procedure used to
produce the averaged dataset.

The middle column in Fig. 9 shows the intensity variation as a
function of azimuthal angle for several selected radial scattering
angles, assuming a small intensity averaging area with a radial
width of 0.63 mrad. For the very thin sample, 35 Å in Fig. 9(a), the
intensity variation in the azimuthal direction is small, especially at
large radial scattering angles. For the thicker sample, 200 Å in
Fig. 9(b), the variation is much larger, even at large radial scat-
tering angles, meaning that much more information would be lost
if an annular detector were used instead. Despite the asymmetry
in the experimental pattern in Fig. 9(c), the variation across azi-
muthal angle is similar in both the experiment and simulation,
except for the highest radial scattering angle, 42.7 mrad, in which
the experimental variation is starting to become lost to the noise
level. There is some difference in quantitative scale, consistent
with the discrepancies in dark field contrast noted in the discus-
sion of Fig. 4 and Table 1 which we attribute to amorphous surface
layers and specimen mistilt.

The right column in Fig. 9 shows the mean and standard de-
viation of the azimuthal intensity variation as a function of the
radial scattering angle. The mean azimuthal intensity is seen to
typically be at least one and often two orders of magnitude smaller
by a scattering angle of 2α than it is within the bright field region,
with spatial incoherence enhancing this effect. Consistent with the
appearance of the CBED patterns, the inclusion of spatial in-
coherence also reduces the standard deviation in the azimuthal
intensity by almost one order of magnitude in the = Åt 35 case.
Again, despite the asymmetry in the experimental pattern in Fig. 9
(c), the mean and standard deviation curves are overall in good
qualitative and broad quantitative agreement between experiment
and simulation.

Though very fine features are present within the simulated
CBED patterns, the SNR and dynamic range of the camera mean
that it is not guaranteed that we could observe them. Thinner and/
or more weakly scattering objects give a stronger transmitted
beam, weaker diffracted beams and smaller pattern contrast, re-
quiring a larger SNR and camera dynamic range to observe the fine
structures in the CBED patterns. Even for thick and/or strongly
scattering objects, like our 200 Å-thick, Sr column example, both
the mean and the standard deviation of the azimuthal intensity
variation is an order of magnitude smaller at high radial scattering
angles α( > )2 than it is in the low scattering angle region. These
considerations place an outer limit on the radial scattering angle at
which CBED intensity variation is detectable with the current
detector technology. Beyond this region there is no clear merit to
using a pixel detector: traditional ADF detectors could be used to
obtain the integrated signal from this region, leaving the pixel
detector to be used either at finer sampling or with fewer pixels
within the lower scattering angle region.

Simulation together with the current experimental parameters
can be used to make an estimate of the SNR level due to shot noise
as follows. The beam current used, 65 pA, corresponds to × −4 10 e8

per second. Combined with the acquisition speed of 400 frames
per second, this corresponds to −10 e6 per frame. Therefore, any
pixel with fractional intensity of −10 6 is expected to record just one



Fig. 9. Statistical analysis of CBED patterns from the SrTiO3 sample when the probe is on a Sr column for thicknesses of (a) 35 Å and (b) 200 Å in simulation, and (c) 78 Å
comparing experiment (after the unit cell averaging process) with simulation. Left column, diffraction pattern; middle column, intensity variation as a function azimuthal
angle for five select radial scattering angles; right column, mean and standard deviation per pixel as a function of radial scattering angle (averaged over an annular ring of
width 0.63 mrad).
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electron, which, assuming Poisson statistics, corresponds to a SNR
of 1. From Fig. 9(a) and (b) we find that, for the CBED sampling
considered, the fractional intensity falls below 10�6 beyond about
1.5α. The experimental pattern in Fig. 9(c) has been averaged over
about 50 equivalent sites, giving × −5 10 e7 per frame, improving
the SNR to above 3 out to about 2α. Note that Fig. 9 shows the
point-to-point variation in intensity, the “Std” of the right column,
to be consistently smaller than the mean intensity, meaning that
the SNR is lower for any information contained in the intensity
variation.

A good SNR for reliable estimation of the CBED pattern (a no-
tably more stringent requirement than the confidence in the
number of electrons detected) usually requires the number of
counts per pixel to be at least ten to one hundred electrons. The
total dose can be varied in three ways, which can be used in
conjunction: dwell time, current and repeat averaging. Increasing



Fig. 10. Sampling analysis of CBED patterns for SrTiO3. (a) Maximum value of the
L2-norm between the reference and the down-sampled CBED patterns over all
probe positions in the scan in terms of the pixel radius of the bright field disk (R
(BF)). Simulated results are shown for a few different thicknesses of the SrTiO3

sample. All plots include spatial incoherence with a Gaussian effective source of
0.5 Å HWHM, except for that plot labeled “coherent”. Experimental data, labeled
“exp”, is also given for the 78 Å thick case. (b)–(d) Different sampling of one dif-
fraction pattern when the probe is on the Sr column in a SrTiO3 sample of thickness
78 Å for (b) the coherent probe, (c) assuming a Gaussian source HWHM 0.5 Å and
(d) experiment.
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the dwell time is problematic as it would worsen specimen drift
problems which are already appreciable in the current dataset.
Since a high brightness gun can give up to 1 nA [40], increasing the
beam current is certainly possible (it would likely increase the
beam damage, but this could be ameliorated by working at lower
beam voltages). Fast acquisition over large sample regions and
subsequent averaging during image analysis – the approach used
here – is also possible, but requires either a periodic sample or else
multiple scans over the same region. The number of counts per
pixel can also be increased by increasing the pixel size, either
through choice of camera length or by binning in post-processing.
Whether such an approach would eliminate the very fine feature
variation we are striving to detect is explored further in the next
section.

In summary, three times the convergence angle could be con-
sidered a conservative outer limit with detectable pixel-by-pixel
variations based on existing or near-future operating conditions
and in specimens similar to SrTiO3 at moderate thicknesses. It
should be emphasized that the analysis above is the fundamental
limit based on the statistics of detecting quantum particles. Cur-
rent systems are likely to have lower SNR due to their detection
quantum efficiency [18] and the readout and Landau noise, though
the latter may be avoided or significantly reduced by using a
counting mode [17] or a thicker detector design [41]. Note too that
the outer angle limit determined from the observable intensity
variation also depends on the scattering strength of the objects
(elements, probe position, orientation, etc.), camera properties and
convergence angle of the probe.

5.2. Sampling of the diffraction pattern

Currently, pixel detectors are designed principally as recording
devices for TEM images, where more pixels is usually seen as
better. However, for the present experiment the pixel width in the
CBED patterns is only 0.1 mrad and we might rather ask whether
such fine sampling was really necessary. There are many benefits if
fewer pixels of the 2D camera are required. Fewer pixels within
one diffraction pattern can increase the acquisition speed, reduce
the data storage requirements and facilitate rapid analysis. In ad-
dition, requiring fewer pixels can relax the restriction on the
physical size of each pixel/sensor, reducing the commercial ex-
pense and increasing the SNR [42]. Yang et al. [9] have explored
the minimum number of pixels needed to maximize peak SNR for
ptychography. We explore the number of pixels needed in terms of
edge detection and preservation of information content in the
CBED patterns.

Beginning with highly sampled CBED patterns – the radius of
the bright field disk being more than 100 pixels – as a reference,
we generated a series of down-sampled images by successive
binning over ×2 2 pixel blocks. The CBED patterns for different
sampling were compared against the reference by evaluating the
L2-norm metric between the reference and the binned images up-
sampled by bicubic interpolation back to the original sampling.
This assesses the extent to which information content in the fine
features of the original patterns is preserved in the binned images
(as information lost to binning is not expected to be retrievable by
bicubic interpolation, which contains no physical insight about the
structure of diffraction patterns). The larger the L2-norm value
obtained, the larger the difference between the reference and the
down-sampled pattern, which means more features have been lost
to the down-sampling process.

Fig. 10(a) shows the maximum value of the L2-norm across all
probe positions in the scan for different degrees of binning, given
in terms of the pixel radius of the bright field disk. Results are
shown for a few different thicknesses of the SrTiO3 sample. All
plots include spatial incoherence with a Gaussian effective source
of 0.5 Å HWHM, except for that labeled “coherent” and the ex-
perimental data (labeled “exp”). It is seen that a bright field disk
radius of only about 15 pixels suffices to give an L2 value below a
threshold of 0.01. Fig. 10 also shows the effect of binning on one
CBED pattern for (b) a coherent probe, (c) a Gaussian source with

= ÅHWHM 0.5 , and for (d) experimental data. When the radius of
the bright field disk is about 8 pixels, the fringes within the pat-
tern are mostly smeared out, giving a visual sense of the changes
that Fig. 10(a) shows through the simple L2-norm metric. While
CBED patterns are not formally bandwidth limited by the image
formation physics, a variant on this approach is to identify the
minimum (Nyquist) sampling corresponding to a pragmatic
bandwidth limit based on where the intensity of the Fourier
transform of the ideal CBED patterns drops below the noise level
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of these images.1 Because setting a lower L2 norm difference
corresponds to keeping more fine features of the CBED patterns
and these correspond to high frequency information, these two
approaches give very similar results for the ideal data shown here.
The Fourier approach would, however, more constructively allow
for incorporating a particular experimental noise level.

If, as per the previous section, we only sought to acquire CBED
patterns out to a radial scattering angle of three times the bright
field disk radius, we would only need a camera with about ×90 90
pixels (corresponding to about ×40 40 binning applied to a

×4 K 4 K camera like the K2-IS used here) to reach the threshold
of L2¼0.01. If the effective source size is reduced, approaching the
coherent case, finer features become evident in the CBED patterns
and more pixels are required in the bright field disk to obtain the
same L2-norm fidelity. The threshold of L2¼0.01 is somewhat ar-
bitrary, but corresponds to a maximum change from down-sam-
pling of less than 1% in the synthesized incoherent or coherent
bright field imaging modes and middle angle range (inner col-
lection angle larger than about 1.5α) annular dark field images.
(The difference is larger, up to 20%, for the low angle annular dark
field image with inner collection angle of α, in part because the
binning procedure obscures the location of the edge of the bright
field disk and redistributes some intensity from the bright field
into the dark field region.) In summary, a ×128 128 pixel camera,
such as that used in Ref. [41], would suffice for synthesizing most
standard imaging modes considered in Section 3 to a high degree
of accuracy.

5.3. Principal component analysis (PCA) and data reduction

4D datasets are touted as a rich source of information. How-
ever, large datasets also present challenges, not only in acquisition,
storage and manipulation, but also in identifying features of in-
terest when little is known a priori about what they may be. The
previous section showed a significant degree of binning to be
possible without much loss of information, implying that nearby
pixels contain similar, and thus potentially redundant, structural
information. PCA is an established technique for identifying sta-
tistically significant information [43,44], for seeking the minimum
number of orthogonal modes needed to describe the nontrivial
structure in multi-dimensional datasets, and conversely for iden-
tifying and getting rid of redundant modes to reduce both noise
and the data size. In this section, we focus on using PCA to reduce
the size of the huge 4D dataset, and by implication as a crude
metric of the information content.

PCA can be applied to multidimensional data in various ways.
In principle, STEM images can be formed for each single pixel in
the CBED pattern. Therefore, we consider the STEM image formed
for each pixel in a CBED pattern as the observation and the pixel
location in the CBED pattern as the variable. Prior to PCA analysis,
the STEM images in vector form were set to have zero mean and
unity standard deviation. This normalization treats structure in the
bright and dark field region more equally than their true absolute
intensity would imply, thus favouring information in the form of
STEM image structure over STEM image intensity. We first apply
this analysis to simulated 4D datasets for SrTiO3 for both 35 Å and
200 Å thick samples. The CBED patterns were ×512 512 pixels and
the STEM scan ×20 20 pixels, and 80 phonon configurations were
used during the simulations to reduce the numerical noise. The
PCA procedure then decomposes the 4D dataset ( )⊥k R, into the
form
1 We are grateful to one of the reviewers for this observation.
∑( ) = ( ) ( )
( )
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where we can think of ( )⊥D ki as (orthogonal) synthetic detector
weighting functions and the ( )I Ri as the corresponding STEM
images. Since the particular form of the matrices ( )⊥D ki and ( )I Ri
obtained depends on the scattering in the specimen, the probe
function, the noise transfer function and the detector's point
spread function, it is difficult to associate a particular physical
meaning with the individual matrices. However, such a decom-
position is always possible for N equal to the number of pixels in
the STEM image (technically one less than this, given our choice of
zeroing the mean). The PCA decomposition can rank, by eigenva-
lue magnitude, the terms in Eq. (3) in order of decreasing con-
tribution to the significant variation in the 4D dataset. If the sig-
nificant variation can be accounted for by a small number of basis
functions, the dataset is said to be reducible. If so, retaining just
this small number of basis functions and the corresponding coef-
ficients suffices to enable any imaging mode or indeed the full
dataset to be reconstructed to a good level of accuracy. This has the
practical advantage of reducing the data size. It also gives a sense
of how much information is truly present in the original dataset.

Fig. 11(a) and (d) show the sorted eigenvalues versus the
component number, a so-called scree plot, for simulated 4D da-
tasets of SrTiO3 for the two thicknesses. In significantly redundant
datasets, such scree plots typically have an “elbow”, an identifiable
turning point beyond which the reduction in eigenvalue with in-
creasing component number becomes very flat [45]. Components
before the elbow are interpreted as being significant whilst those
beyond it are interpreted as being dominated by noise. With this
in mind, very different behavior is seen between the coherent
probe case and that with spatial incoherence (labeled “HWHM
0.5 Å”). The case with spatial incoherence shows a dramatic initial
reduction in eigenvalue magnitude until around 80–90 compo-
nents, after which it becomes very flat. By contrast, for the co-
herent probe the decrease is continuous, suggesting no clear
transition to structureless noise and perhaps therefore that non-
trivial information persists into the high order components. This
strongly reinforces the impression from the previous sub-sections
that spatial incoherence, by smoothing away some fine features,
appreciably reduces the information content present in the 4D
dataset. Pragmatically, though, the eigenvalues in the coherent
case do get successively smaller, and for the purposes of data re-
duction it may be that keeping only the first 100 or so components
allows for a tolerably good estimate of the raw dataset. To cast this
in more intuitive terms and to check whether the raw dataset can
be well reproduced using a limited number of components, Fig. 11
(b), (c), (e) and (f) show the difference between the full 4D dataset
and the reconstruction using a truncated version of Eq. (3), for the
CBED pattern for the Sr column, and BF, ADF and DPC STEM
images.

For the coherent probe, Fig. 11(b) and (e), truncating to 30
components shows residual structure in the difference CBED pat-
terns at the 10% level for the thin sample (35 Å, Fig. 11(b)) and 50%
level for the thicker sample (200 Å, Fig. 11(e)). Truncating to 80 or
90 components, the residual difference in the CBED pattern drops
to around 1% for the thin sample and around 3% for the thicker
sample. Structure is still visible in the difference CBED pattern,
suggesting that the rest of the PCA components may contain non-
trivial information (though there is reason to think that the
highest order modes contain “noise” due to the finite number of
frozen phonon configurations used). However, this fine and oscil-
latory structure will largely average out in most standard imaging
modes. For the BF and ADF images, the residual variations after 80
to 90 components are all smaller than 1% of the original image,
even for the thicker sample. For the DPC images, the differences



Fig. 11. PCA analysis on two simulated datasets from SrTiO3: (a)–(c) thickness 35 Å; (d)–(f) thickness 200 Å. (a) and (d) eigenvalues of PCA analysis; (b) and (e) CBED pattern
and different synthesized STEM imaging modes for a coherent probe; (c) and (f) CBED pattern and different STEM imaging modes for a Gaussian source with 0.5 Å HWHM. In
addition to the (“actual”) images, the difference between the actual image and those reconstructed using the first 30 and 80 (90) PCA components are also shown. The DPC
images show 〈 〉kx only.
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are slightly larger, about 1% for thinner sample and 5% for thicker
sample.

Consistent with the behavior of the scree plots in Fig. 11(a) and
(d), far fewer components are required for high accuracy re-
construction for the case of a Gaussian incoherent effective source
of 0.5 Å HWHM in Fig. 11(c) and (f). Truncating to 30 components
shows residual structure in the difference for CBED two orders of
smaller than that in the original CBED. Truncating to around 80–90
components, the reconstruction is indistinguishable from the ori-
ginal CBED pattern. For the synthesized BF, ADF and DPC STEM



Fig. 12. PCA analysis on the experimental 4D dataset from a 78 Å thick SrTiO3

specimen. (a) The eigenvalues from PCA analysis from both the raw data from a
large scanning area (“raw”) and the one-unit-cell dataset resulting from the repeat
unit averaging (“average”). For the CBED pattern on the Sr column and for syn-
thesized STEM imaging modes, the actual image, that reconstructed using the first
80 components and the difference between these are shown for (b) the raw data
from a large scanning area and (c) the one-unit-cell dataset resulting from repeat
unit averaging. The DPC images show 〈 〉kx only.

2 Very recently, Jesse et al. [46] applied PCA to an experimental 4D dataset
from a complex interfacial structure in BiFeO3 and still achieved data reduction of
more than 90%.
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images, truncating to 30 components gives a residual difference
much smaller than 1%, adequate even for quantitative applications,
and using 80–90 components gives residual variation four to five
orders of magnitude smaller than the original signals.
Different imaging modes such as HAADF, BF and ABF usually

contain different aspects of the structural information of the
specimen. The first few detector weighting functions ( )⊥D ki (not
shown) of Eq. (3) are reminiscent of these standard modes, to the
extent that they either have a high degree of rotational symmetry
(and so look like combinations of BF, ABF and ADF detectors) or
directionality (and so look like DPC detector weighting functions).
Beyond these basic symmetries, though, we have found sufficient
variation in the detail of the high order modes between different
materials and between the same material at different thicknesses
that we are reluctant to assign physical meaning to individual
modes. However, even without seeking a particular physical in-
terpretation for the individual components, it is interesting to
know howmany modes are required to keep most of the structural
information. Our results show that PCA can be used to reduce the
dataset dramatically. Keeping only the first 30 components, the
dataset size is reduced by about 92% for this one unit cell SrTiO3

simulated dataset. Keeping about the first one hundred compo-
nents gives a smaller but still appreciable size reduction of 75%.
Furthermore, assuming a periodic specimen, larger datasets con-
taining more scanning positions would not increase the required
number of PCA components significantly. Thus a data size reduc-
tion of one hundred times would be readily achievable if the da-
taset contains multiple unit cells within the scanning area.

We demonstrate this by applying PCA to a real experimental 4D
dataset, both in raw form ( ×2 4 unit cells) from a large scanning
area and in one-unit-cell form resulting from the repeat unit
averaging following the prescription in Section 2. As judged from
the scree plot in Fig. 12(a), about 20 components (total 399) for the
averaged dataset and 30 components (total 2540) for the raw
dataset account for the most significant variation. Choosing the
first 40 PCA components, as shown in Fig. 12(b) and (c), is seen to
account for the overwhelming majority of the variation. This is
especially evident in the difference images in the right column,
where the only features visible appear to be random noise. The
raw CBED, labeled as “Actual”, in Fig. 12(b) is very noisy and it is
hard to see the edges of diffraction disks. However, using 40 PCA
components, the reconstructed CBED is much less noisy and the
edge of the diffraction disks can be located explicitly: PCA can
improve the SNR significantly. The residual intensities of the BF,
ADF and DPC images, right column in Fig. 12(b), all contain mostly
noise without significant structure features. For the averaged da-
taset in Fig. 12(c), there is likewise no significant structural var-
iation in the residual image. Furthermore, variation of the residual
image is less than 1% in the BF and ADF images and only a few
percent in the DPC image.

In summary, keeping only the first 40 PCA components in our
datasets maintains almost all structural information while redu-
cing the dataset by about two orders in magnitude: the raw da-
taset used here ( ×2 4 unit cells) can be reduced from 10 GBs to
about 100 MBs. The degree of data reduction possible by PCA is a
consequence of redundancy in the huge dataset and serves as
another metric of information content. In the present case, the
information content has proven to be notably smaller than the raw
data size would suggest, primarily as a consequence of information
lost to spatial incoherence and low SNR. This enables a high degree
of data reduction, with the increased ease of data transfer and
analysis being a consolation of sorts. Conversely, when more in-
formation is contained in the dataset, perhaps because the co-
herence is higher or the sample structure is more complex,2 the
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reduced degree of compression is the price of the additional
information.
6. Conclusion

Multiple imaging modes synthesized from 4D diffractive ima-
ging datasets – including DPC imaging and the associated re-
constructed phase – show good quantitative absolute intensity
scale agreement between experiment and simulation, though the
bright field and near dark field regions show a degree of sensitivity
to amorphous surface layers and specimen mistilt. Through ex-
ploring the intensity variation in the CBED patterns and the SNR
limits for the present and fairly standard imaging conditions, we
see scant benefit to collecting CBED patterns to scattering angles
beyond about three times the bright field disk radius or at sam-
pling greatly exceeding ×128 128 pixels. Through PCA analysis,
the present datasets could be reduced in size by around two orders
of magnitude, greatly facilitating data transfer and preliminary
analysis. A major contributing factor to this is the finite source size
condition, which was shown to smooth fine features in the CBED
patterns. It may be that reducing spatial incoherence would enable
more information to be preserved in the 4D datasets, though a
meaningful metric for this remains to be found.
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